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Abstract— Network based intruders seldom attack their victims
directly from their own computer. Often, they stage their attacks
through intermediate “stepping stones” in order to conceal their
identity and origin. To identify the source of the attack behind
the stepping stone(s), it is necessary to correlate the incoming
and outgoing flows or connections of a stepping stone. To resist
attempts at correlation, the attacker may encrypt or otherwise
manipulate the connection traffic.
Timing based correlation approaches have been shown to be
quite effective in correlating encrypted connections. However,
timing based correlation approaches are subject to timing perturbations that may be deliberately introduced by the attacker
at stepping stones.
In this paper we propose a novel watermark-based correlation
scheme that is designed specifically to be robust against timing
perturbations. Unlike most previous timing based correlation
approaches, our watermark-based approach is “active” in that
it embeds a unique watermark into the encrypted flows by
slightly adjusting the timing of selected packets. The unique
watermark that is embedded in the encrypted flow gives us a
number of advantages over passive timing based correlation in
resisting timing perturbations by the attacker. In contrast to
existing passive correlation approaches, our active watermark
based correlation does not make any limiting assumptions about
the distribution or random process of the original inter-packet
timing of the packet flow. In theory, our watermark based
correlation can achieve arbitrarily close to 100% correlation true
positive rate and arbitrarily close to 0% false positive rate at the
same time for sufficiently long flows, despite arbitrarily large
(but bounded) timing perturbations of any distribution by the
attacker. Our work is the first that identifies 1) accurate quantitative tradeoffs between the achievable correlation effectiveness
and the defining characteristics of the timing perturbation; 2)
a provable upper bound on the number of packets needed to
achieve a desired correlation effectiveness, given the amount of
timing perturbation.
Experimental results show that our active watermark based
correlation performs better and requires fewer packets than
existing, passive timing based correlation methods in the presence
of random timing perturbations.
Index Terms— Network-level security and protection, intrusion
tracing, correlation, stepping stone.

I. I NTRODUCTION

N

ETWORK based attacks have become a serious threat to
the critical information infrastructure on which we depend.
To stop or repel network-based attacks, it is critical to be able to
identify the source of the attack. Attackers, however, go to some
lengths to conceal their identities and origin, using a variety of
countermeasures. As an example, they may spoof the IP source
address of the attack traffic. Methods of tracing spoofed traffic,
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generally known as IP traceback [23], [26], [9], [14] have been
developed to address this countermeasure.
Another common and effective countermeasure used by
network-based intruders to hide their identity is to connect
through a sequence of intermediate hosts, or stepping stones,
before attacking the final target. For example, an attacker at host
A may Telnet or SSH into host B, and from there launch an
attack on host C. In effect, the incoming packets of an attack
connection from A to B are forwarded by B, and become outgoing
packets of a connection from B to C. The two connections or
flows are related in such a case. The victim host C can use IP
traceback to determine the second flow originated from host B,
but traceback will not be able to correlate that with the attack flow
originating from host A. To trace attacks through a stepping stone,
it is necessary to correlate the incoming traffic with the outgoing
traffic at the stepping stone. This would allow the attack to be
traced back to host A in the example.
The earliest work on connection correlation was based on
tracking user’s login activities at different hosts [11], [25]. Later
work relied on comparing the packet contents, or payloads, of
the connections to be correlated [27], [33]. Most recent work
has focused on the timing characteristics [36], [35], [32], [8], [1]
of connections, in order to correlate encrypted connections (i.e.
traffic encrypted using IPSEC [12] or SSH [18], [34]).
Timing based correlation approaches, however, are sensitive
to the use of countermeasures by the attacker, or adversary. In
particular, the attacker can perturb the timing characteristics of
a connection by selectively or randomly introducing extra delays
when forwarding packets at the stepping stones. This kind of
timing perturbation will adversely affect the effectiveness of any
timing-based correlation. Timing perturbation can either make unrelated flows have similar timing characteristics, or make related
flows exhibit different timing characteristics. This will increase
the correlation false positive rate, or decrease the correlation true
positive rate, respectively.
Previous timing-based correlation approaches are passive in
that they simply examine (but do not manipulate) the traffic timing
characteristics for correlation purposes. While passive approaches
are simple and easy to implement, they may be vulnerable to
active countermeasures by the attacker, and/or require a large
number of packets in order to correlate timing-perturbed flows.
In this paper, we address the random timing perturbation
problem in correlating encrypted connections through stepping
stones. Our goal is to develop an efficient correlation scheme that
is probabilistically robust against random timing perturbation, and
to answer fundamental questions concerning the effectiveness of
such techniques and the tradeoffs involved in implementing them.
We propose a novel watermark-based correlation scheme that is
designed specifically to be robust against timing perturbations by
the adversary. Unlike most previous correlation approaches, our
watermark-based approach is active; that is, it embeds a unique
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watermark into the encrypted flows by slightly adjusting the timing of selected packets. The unique watermark that is embedded in
the encrypted flow gives us a number of advantages over passive
timing based correlation in overcoming timing perturbations by
the adversary. First, our active watermark based correlation does
not make any limiting assumptions about the distribution or
random process of the original inter-packet timing of the packet
flow, or the distribution of random delays an adversary can add.
This is in contrast to existing passive timing based correlation
approaches. Second, our method requires substantially fewer
packets in the flow to achieve the same level of correlation effectiveness as existing passive timing based correlation. In theory, our
watermark based correlation can achieve arbitrarily close to 100%
correlation true positive rate and arbitrarily close to 0% false
positive rate at the same time for sufficiently long flows, despite
arbitrarily large (but bounded) timing perturbation of arbitrary
distribution by the adversary. To the best of our knowledge,
our work is the first that identifies 1) the accurate quantitative
tradeoffs between the achievable correlation effectiveness and the
defining characteristics of the timing perturbation; 2) a provable
upper bound on the number of packets needed to achieve a desired
correlation effectiveness, given a bound on the amount of timing
perturbation.
We also investigate the maximum negative impact on the
embedded watermark an adversary can have, and the minimum
effort needed to achieve that impact. Under the condition that the
watermark embedding parameters are unknown to the adversary,
we determine the minimum distortion required for the adversary
to completely eliminate any embedded watermark from the interpacket timing, and the optimal strategy for doing so. We further
investigate the implications of the constraints of real-time communication and bounded delay for the adversary’s ability to remove
the embedded watermark. While there exist ways to completely
eliminate hidden information from any signal offline, we show
that (without knowledge of the watermark embedding parameters)
it is generally infeasible for the adversary to completely eliminate
the embedded watermark from the packet timing in real-time,
even if he can introduce arbitrarily large (but bounded) distortion to the packet timing of normal network traffic. This result
ensures that our watermark-based correlation is able to withstand
arbitrarily large timing perturbations in real-time, provided there
are enough packets in the flows to be correlated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II summarizes related work. Section III gives an overview of
watermark-based correlation. Section IV describes the embedding
of a single watermark bit in a flow. Section V analyzes the
watermark bit robustness, tradeoffs, and the overall watermark
detection and collision rates. Section VI analyzes the minimum
distortion required to completely remove an arbitrary embedded
watermark, the optimal strategy for doing so, and the implications
of real-time constraints. Section VII describes the implementation
of our method in the Linux kernel, and evaluates the effectiveness
of out method empirically. Section VIII concludes the paper, and
points out some future research directions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Existing connection correlation approaches are based on three
different characteristics: 1) host activity; 2) connection content
(i.e. packet payload); and 3) inter-packet timing characteristics.
The host activity based approach (e.g. DIDS [25] and CIS [11])
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collects and tracks users’ login activity at each stepping stone.
The major drawback of host activity based methods is that the
host activity collected from each stepping stone is generally not
trustworthy. Since the attacker is assumed to have full control over
each stepping stone, he/she can easily modify, delete or forge user
login information. This defeats the ability to correlate based on
host activity.
Content based correlation approaches (e.g. Thumbprinting [27]
and SWT [33]) require that the payload of packets remains
invariant across (i.e., is unchanged by) stepping stones. Since the
attacker can easily transform the connection content by encryption
at the application layer, these approaches are suitable only for
unencrypted connections.
To correlate encrypted traffic, timing based approaches (e.g.
ON/OFF-based [36], Deviation-based [35] and IPD-based [32])
have been proposed. These methods passively monitor the arrival
and/or departure times of packets, and use this information to
correlate incoming and outgoing flows of a stepping stone. For instance, IPD-based correlation [32] has shown that 1) the important
inter-packet timing characteristics of connections are preserved
during transit across many routers and stepping stones; and 2)
the timing characteristics of interactive flows (e.g.telnet and SSH
connections) are almost always unique enough to differentiate
related flows from unrelated flows.
While the first generation of timing based correlation approaches have proved to be effective in correlating encrypted connections, they are vulnerable to the attacker’s use of active timing
perturbation. Donoho et al. [8] first investigated the theoretical
limits on the attacker’s ability to disguise his traffic through timing
perturbation and bogus (padding, or chaff ) packet injection. By
using multiple-timescale analysis techniques, they show that correlation based on long term behavior (of sufficiently long flows) is
still possible despite certain timing perturbations by the attackers.
However, they do not present any tradeoffs between the magnitude
of the timing perturbation, the desired correlation effectiveness,
and the number of packets needed. Another important issue not
addressed by [8] is the correlation false positive rate. While coarse
timescale analysis for long term behavior may not be affected by
packet jitter (timing perturbations) introduced by the attackers, it
may also be insensitive to the unique details of each flow’s timing.
Therefore coarse scale analysis tends to increase the correlation
false positive rate, while increasing the correlation true positive
rate of timing-perturbed flows. Nevertheless, Donoho et al’s
work [8] represents an important first step towards understanding
the inherent limitations of timing perturbations by the adversary
on timing-based correlation. Not addressed in this work were
questions about correlation effectiveness for flows of arbitrary
(rather than Poission or Pareto) distribution in packet timing, and
the achievable tradeoff of false and true positive rates given the
magnitude of the timing perturbation and the number of packets
available.
After the initial publication of our active watermarking based
correlation [31], Blum et al. [1] developed another passive,
timing based correlation method that considers both correlation
true positive and false positive at the same time. Based on the
assumption that the inter-packet timing of flows can be modelled
as a sequence of Poisson processes of different rates, they derived
upper bounds on the number of packets needed to achieve a
specified false positive rate and a 100% true positive rate. They
also derived the lower bounds on the amount of chaff needed to
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defeat their passive method of correlation. However, their work
did not present any experimental results, nor did it address such
practical issues as how to derive model parameters in real-time,
or how many packets are needed in practice for real flows and
realistic timing perturbations. Zhang et al. [37] and He et al. [10]
recently proposed several new passive timing based correlation
methods based on similar assumptions used by Blum et al. [1],
and they showed that their methods have better performance than
what proposed by Blum et al. [1].
Chakinala et al. [2] formally analyzed the packet reordering
channels as information-theoretic game. Peng et al. [19] recently
studied the secrecy of the watermark based correlation [31] and
proposed an offline statistical method for detecting the existence
of watermark from a packet flow. However, their method assumes
the watermark embedding follows some simple and fixed patterns
and requires access to both the unwatermarked and watermarked
flows to be effective. As we will show in the watermark tracking
model, we can make the unwatermarked flow unavailable to the
adversary by watermarking the packet flow from its source.
In summary, existing timing-based correlation approaches passively measure and use possibly perturbed timing information for
correlation. They do not attempt to make the inter-packet timing
characteristics more amenable to effective correlation. Passive
approaches are simple to implement and undetectable by the
attacker. However, they generally make more limiting assumptions
about the inter-packet timing characteristics, and require more
packets than an active approach to effectively correlate timingperturbed flows, as we will show.
In this paper, we describe a novel active timing-based correlation approach that 1) makes no assumption about the distribution
of inter-packet timing intervals; 2) does not require the timing
perturbation to follow any specific distribution or random process;
3) is provably effective against certain correlated random timing
perturbation; and 4) requires substantially fewer packets than
passive approaches to achieve the same level of correlation
effectiveness.
III. OVERVIEW OF WATERMARK -BASED C ORRELATION
A. Overall Watermark Tracing Model
The watermark tracing approach exploits the observation that
interactive connections (i.e. Telnet, SSH) are bidirectional. The
idea is to watermark the backward traffic (from victim back to
the attacker) of the bidirectional attack connections by slightly
adjusting the timing of selected packets. If the embedded watermark is both robust and unique, the watermarked back traffic
can be effectively correlated and traced across stepping stones,
from the victim all the way back to the attacker. As shown in
Figure 1, the attacker may connect through a number of hosts
(H1 , . . . , Hn ) before attacking the final target. Assuming the
attacker has not gained full control on the attack target, the attack
target will initiate the attack tracing after it has detected the attack.
Specifically, the attack target will watermark the backward traffic
of the attack connection, and inform sensors across the network
about the watermark. The sensors across the network will scan
all traffic for the presence of the indicated watermark, and report
to the target if any occurrences of the watermark are detected.
Gateway, firewall and edge router are good places to deploy
sensors. However, how many sensors can be deployed depend
on not only the resources available but also the administrative
privilege. How to optimally deploy limited number of sensors
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over particular network is an open research problem [22]. Due
to space limitation, we leave aside the sensor deployment issues,
and instead focus on the watermark tracing approach itself.
Since the backward traffic is watermarked at its very source
– the attack target, which is not controlled by the attacker, the
attacker will not have access to an unwatermarked version of the
traffic. This makes it difficult for the attacker to determine which
packets have been delayed by the watermarking process, running
at the target.
The objective of watermark-based correlation is to make
the correlation of encrypted connections probabilistically robust
against random timing perturbations by the adversary. Unlike
existing timing-based correlation schemes, our watermark-based
correlation is active in that it embeds a unique watermark into
the encrypted flows, by slightly adjusting the timing of selected
packets. If the embedded watermark is both unique and robust,
the watermarked flows can be effectively identified and thus
correlated at each stepping stone.
In contrast to most previous passive correlation approaches, our
watermark-based correlation makes no limiting assumption about
the distribution or random process of the original inter-packet
timing characteristics of the flows to be correlated.
We assume the following about the random timing perturbations introduced by the adversary:
1) While the attacker can add extra delay to any or all packets
of an outgoing flow at the stepping stone, the maximum
delay he or she can introduce is bounded.
2) All packets in the original flow are kept. No packets are
dropped from or added to the flow by the stepping stone.
3) While the watermarking scheme is public knowledge, the
watermarking embedding and decoding parameters are secrets known only to the watermark embedder and the
watermark detector(s).
Here we do not require that the packet order of two flows be the
same, as long as the total number of packets is not modified. As
shown in works [20], [21], [30], our watermark-based approach
is able to correlate encrypted flows even if chaff and timing
perturbation are applied at the same time. Due to space limitation,
we only consider timing perturbation in this paper.
In contrast to all previous passive approaches, our correlation method does not require the random timing perturbation
introduced by the attacker to follow any particular distribution
or random process to be effective. The only assumption about
timing perturbations is that they follow some distribution of finite
variance and they have the same covariance among each other.
B. Watermarking Model and Concept
Generally, digital watermarking [4] involves the selection of
a watermark carrier, and the design of two complementary
processes: embedding and decoding. The watermark embedding
process inserts the watermark information into the carrier signal
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by a slight modification of some property of the carrier. The
watermark decoding process detects and extracts the watermark
(equivalently, determines the existence of a given watermark)
from the carrier signal. To correlate encrypted connections, we
propose to use the inter-packet timing as the watermark carrier
property of interest.
For a unidirectional flow of n > 1 packets, we use ti and t0i to
represent the arrival and departure times, respectively, of the ith
packet Pi of a flow incoming to and outgoing from some stepping
stone. (Given a bidirectional connection, we can split it into two
unidirectional flows and process each independently).
Assume without loss of generality that the normal processing
and queueing delay added by the stepping stone is a constant
c > 0, and that the attacker introduces extra delay di to packet
Pi at the stepping stone; then we have t0i = ti + c + di .
We define the arrival inter-packet delay (AIPD) between Pi
and Pj as
ipdi,j = tj − ti
(1)
and the departure inter-packet delay (DIPD) between Pi and
Pj as

ipd0i,j = t0j − t0i
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where round(x) is the function that rounds off real number x to
its nearest integer (i.e. round(x)=i for any x ∈ ([i − 0.5, i + 0.5)).

ipd

Fig. 3. Mapping between Unwatermarked ipd and Watermarked ipdw to
Embed Watermark Bit w

Figure 2 illustrates the quantization for scalar x. It is easy to
see that q(k × s, s) = q(k × s + y, s) for any integer k and any
y ∈ [−s/2, s/2).
Let ipd denote the original IPD before watermark bit w is
embedded, and ipdw denote the IPD after watermark bit w is
embedded. To embed a binary digit or bit w into an IPD, we
slightly adjust that IPD such that the quantization of the adjusted
IPD will have w as the remainder when the modulus 2 is taken.
Given any ipd > 0, s > 0 and binary digit w, the watermark
bit embedding is defined as function
e(ipd, w, s) = [q(ipd + s/2, s) + ∆] × s

(4)

where ∆ = (w − (q(ipd + s/2, s) mod 2) + 2) mod 2.
The embedding of one watermark bit w into scalar ipd is done
through increasing the quantization of ipd+s/2 by the normalized
difference between w and modulo 2 of the quantization of
ipd+s/2, so that the quantization of resulting ipdw will have
w as the remainder when modulus 2 is taken. The reason to
quantize ipd+s/2 rather than ipd here is to make sure that the
resulting e(ipd, w, s) is no less than ipd, i.e., packets can be
delayed, but cannot be output earlier than they arrive. Figure 3
illustrates the embedding of watermark bit w by mapping ranges
of unwatermarked ipd to the corresponding watermark ipdw .
The watermark bit decoding function is defined as
d(ipdw , s) = q(ipdw , s)

As an IPD is conceptually a continuous value, we will first
quantize the IPD before embedding the watermark bit. Given any
IPD ipd > 0, we define the quantization of ipd with uniform
quantization step size s > 0 as the function

x

ipdw

s

A. Basic Watermark Bit Embedding and Decoding

q(x,s))

Quantization of Scalar Value x

(2)

We will use IPD to denote either AIPD or DIPD when it is
clear in the context. We further define the impact or perturbation
on ipdi,j by the attacker as the difference between ipd0i,j and
ipdi,j : ipd0i,j −ipdi,j = dj −di . Note we use the timestamp of the
ith and the j th packets to calculate ipdi,j or ipd0i,j even if there
might be some packets reordered in the packet flow. Since we
only use the timestamp of selected packets, the negative impact
of using the “wrong” packet due to packet reorder is equivalent
to some random timing perturbation over the IPD.
Assume D > 0 is the maximum delay that the attacker can add
to Pi (i = 1, . . . , n), then the impact or perturbation on ipdi,j
is dj − di ∈ [−D, D]. Accordingly range [−D, D] is called the
perturbation range of the attacker.
To make our method robust against timing perturbations by the
adversary, we choose to embed the watermark using IPDs from
randomly and independently selected packets.
Given a flow containing the packet sequence P1 , . . . , Pn with
time stamps t1 , . . . , tn respectively (ti < tj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n),
we can independently and probabilistically choose 2m < n
packets through the following process: (1) sequentially consider
each of the n packets; and (2) independently and randomly
determine if the current packet will be chosen for watermarking
n
purposes, with probability p = 2m
n (0 < m < 2 ). By this
method, the selection of one packet for watermarking purposes
is independent from the selection of any other packet. Therefore,
we can expect to have 2m distinct packets independently and
randomly selected from a packet stream of n packets.

q(ipd, s) = round(ipd/s)

Fig. 2.

4

mod 2

(5)

The correctness of watermark embedding and decoding is
guaranteed by the following theorems, whose proofs are omitted
due to space limitation.
Theorem 1: For any ipd > 0, s > 0 and binary bit w,
d(e(ipd, w, s), s) = w.
Theorem 2: For any ipd > 0, s > 0 and binary bit w, 0 ≤
e(ipd, w, s) − ipd < 2s.
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B. Maximum Tolerable Perturbation
Given any ipd > 0, s > 0, we define the maximum tolerable perturbation ∆max of d(ipd, s) as the upper bound of
the perturbation over ipd such that ∀x > 0(x < ∆max ⇒
d(ipd ± x, s) = d(ipd, s) and either d(ipd + ∆max , s) 6= d(ipd, s)
or d(ipd − ∆max , s) 6= d(ipd, s)
That is, any perturbation smaller than ∆max to ipd will not
change the result of watermark decoding (d(ipd, s)), while a
perturbation of ∆max or greater to ipd may change the watermark
decoding result.
We define the tolerable perturbation range as the portion of
the perturbation range [−D, D] within which any perturbation
on ipd is guaranteed not to change d(ipd, s), and the vulnerable
perturbation range as the range of perturbation values outside the
tolerable perturbation range.
Given any ipd > 0, s > 0 and binary watermark bit w, by
definition of quantization function q(ipd, s) in (3) and watermark
decoding function d(ipdw , s) in (5), it is easy to see that when
x ∈ [−s/2, s/2), d(e(ipd, w, s) + x, s) = d(e(ipd, w, s), s) and
d(e(ipd, w, s) + s/2, s) 6= d(e(ipd, w, s), s)

This indicates that the maximum tolerable perturbation, the tolerable perturbation range and the vulnerable perturbation range of
d(e(ipd, w, s), s) are s/2, [−s/2, s/2) and (−D, −s/2)∪[s/2, D),
respectively.
In summary, if the perturbation of an IPD is within the tolerable
perturbation range [−s/2, s/2), the embedded watermark bit is
guaranteed to be not corrupted by the timing perturbation. If
the perturbation of the IPD is outside this range, the embedded
watermark bit may be altered by the attacker. Therefore, the larger
the value of s (equivalently, the larger the tolerable perturbation
range), the more robust the embedded watermark bit will be. However, a larger value of s may disturb the timing the watermarked
flow more, as the watermark bit embedding itself may add up to
2s delay to selected packets.
It is desirable to have a watermark embedding scheme that 1)
disturbs the timing of watermarked flows as little as possible, so
that the watermark embedding is less noticeable; and 2) ensures
the embedded watermark bit is robust, with high probability,
against timing perturbations that are outside the tolerable perturbation range [−s/2, s/2).
In the remainder of this section, we address the case when
the maximum delay D > 0 added by the attacker is bigger than
the maximum tolerable perturbation s/2. By utilizing redundancy
techniques, we develop a framework that can make the embedded
watermark bit robust, with arbitrarily high probability, against
arbitrarily large (and yet bounded) random timing perturbation
by the attacker, as long as the flow to be watermarked contains a
sufficient number of packets.
C. Embedding A Single Watermark Bit over the Average of
Multiple IPDs
To make the embedded watermark bit probabilistically robust
against larger random delays than s/2, the key is to contain and
minimize the impact of the random delays on the watermarkbearing IPDs so that the impact of the random delays will fall,
with high probability, within the tolerable perturbation range
[−s/2, s/2). We exploit the assumption that the attacker does
not know which packets are randomly selected and which IPDs
will be used for embedding the watermark.
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We apply two strategies to contain and minimize the impact
of random delays over the watermark-bearing IPDs. The first
strategy is to distribute watermark-bearing IPDs over a longer
duration of the flow. The second is to embed a watermark bit in
the average of multiple IPDs. The rationale behind these strategies
is as follows. While the attacker may add a large delay to a single
IPD, it is impossible to add large delays to all IPDs. In fact,
random delays tend to increase some IPDs and decrease others.
Therefore the impact on the average of multiple IPDs is more
likely to be within the tolerable perturbation range [−s/2, s/2),
even when the perturbation range [−D, D] is much larger than
[−s/2, s/2).
Instead of embedding one watermark bit in one IPD, we embed
the watermark bit into the average of m ≥ 1 randomly selected
IPDs. Here we call m the redundancy number.
Given a packet stream P1 , . . . , Pn with time stamps t1 , . . . , tn
respectively (ti < tj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n), we first independently and randomly choose 2m (0 < m < n2 ) distinct
packets: Px1 , . . . , Px2m (1 ≤ xk ≤ n for 1 ≤ k ≤ 2m).
We then randomly divide the 2m packets into two groups of
m packets {Py1 , . . . , Pym } and {Pz1 , . . . , Pzm } (yk < zk and
yk , zk ∈ {x1 , . . . , x2m }), and randomly form m packet pairs
{< Py1 , Pz1 >, . . . , < Pym , Pzm >}.
Let < Pyk , Pzk > be the k-th pair of packets randomly selected
to embed the watermark bit, whose timestamps are tyk and tzk
respectively. Then we have m IPDs: ipdk = tzk − tyk (k =
1, . . . , m). We represent the average of these m IPDs as
ipdavg =

m
1 X
ipdk
m

(6)

k=1

Given any desired ipdavg > 0, and the values for s and
w, we can embed w into ipdavg by applying the embedding
function defined in equation (4) to ipdavg . Specifically, the timing
of packets Pzk (k = 1, . . . , m) are all delayed so that ipdavg
is adjusted by ∆, as defined in equation (4). To decode the
watermark bit, we first collect the m IPDs (denoted as ipdw
k ,k =
1, . . . , m) from the same m pairs of randomly selected packets
w
w
and from them compute the average ipdw
avg of ipd1 , . . . , ipdm .
Then we can apply the decoding function defined in equation (5)
to ipdw
avg to decode the watermark bit.
Because watermark embedding is now applied to the average
of m IPDs, the watermark embedding process needs to know the
exact values of those IPDs to be averaged in order to achieve
a perfectly even time adjustment. In real-time communication,
packets arrive and are forwarded one by one, and incoming
packets should not be buffered for too long before they are sent
out. This means that the watermark embedding process may need
to adjust the timing of some packets and send them out before
knowing the average of all the m selected IPDs. In this case,
embedding the watermark bit over the average of multiple IPDs
of real-time flows may lead to an uneven time adjustment over
those selected packets.
V. A NALYSIS OF P ROBABILISTIC WATERMARKING I N THE
P RESENCE OF T IMING P ERTURBATIONS
We now consider the probabilistic watermark decoding in the
presence of active timing perturbation. Base on very moderate
assumptions about the random timing perturbations, we first
establish an upper bound of the watermark bit decoding error
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probability, and then derive an approximation to the watermark
bit decoding error probability.

6

m

Var(Xm ) =

X
1
Var(
Xk )
2
m

(10)

k=1

A. Upper bound of the Watermark Bit Decoding Error Probability
Let Di (i = 1, . . . , n) represent the random delays added to
packets Pi (i = 1, . . . , n) by the adversary, let D > 0 be the
maximum delay the adversary can add to any packet. Here we
do not require the random delays added by the adversary to
follow any particular distribution, except that the random delay
follows some distribution of finite variance. For example, the
delay distribution may be deterministic, bimodal, self-similar, or
any other distribution. Furthermore, we do not require the random
delay Di ’s to be independent from each other, and we only assume
that the covariance between different Di ’s are the same.
Given the assumption that the adversary does not know how
and which packets are selected by the watermark embedder, the
selection of watermark embedding packet Pxk (k = 1, . . . , 2m)
is independent from any random delays Di the adversary may
add. Therefore, the impact of the delays by the adversary over
randomly selected Pxk ’s is equivalent to randomly choosing one
from the random variable list D1 , . . . , Dn . Let dk (k = 1, . . . , 2m)
represent the impact of the random delays by the adversary over
the kth randomly selected packet Pxk . Since the random delays
added by the adversary follow some fixed distribution, the dk ’s
(k = 1, . . . , 2m) are identically distributed.
Let dyk and dzk be the random variables that denote the random
delays added by the attacker to packets Pyk and Pzk respectively
for k = 1, . . . , m. Let Xk = dzk −dyk be the random variable that
denotes the impact of these random delays on ipdk = tzk − tyk
and Xm be the random variable that denotes the overall impact of
random delay on ipdavg . Therefore, E(Xk ) = 0. From equation
(6), we have
Xm =

1
m

m
X

(dzk − dyk ) =

k=1

1
m

m
X

Xk

(7)

k=1

Therefore the impact of the random delay by the attacker over
ipdavg equals the sample mean of X1 , . . . , Xm .

We define the probability that the impact of the timing perturbation by the attacker is out of the tolerable perturbation range
(−s/2, s/2] as the watermark bit vulnerability, which can be
quantitatively expressed as Pr(|Xm | ≥ s/2).
Let µ and σ 2 be the mean and the variance of the random delay
added by the attacker. Because the maximum delay that may be
added by the attacker is assumed to be bounded, σ 2 is finite.
Given Cov(u, v) = E(uv) − E(u)E(v), E(dzi ) = E(dzj ) =
E(dyi ) = E(dyj ) and Cov(Di , Dj ) (i 6= j) is constant, we have
E(dzi dzj ) = E(dyi dyj ) = E(dzi dyj ) = E(dzj dyi )

(8)

Then
Cov(Xi , Xj ) = E(Xi Xj )
=

E((dzi − dyi )(dzj − dyj ))

=

E(dzi dzj ) + E(dyi dyj ) − E(dzi dyj ) − E(dzj dyi )

=

0

Therefore

(9)

m

=

1 X
[
Var(Xk ) + 2Cov(Xi , Xj )]
m2
1≤i<j≤m
k=1

=
≤

1
Var(Xk )
m
4σ 2
m

According to the Chebyshev inequality in statistics [7], for any
random variable X with finite variance Var(X) and for any t > 0,
Pr(|X −E(X)| ≥ t) ≤ Var(X)/t2 . This means that the probability
that a random variable deviates from its mean by more than t is
bounded by Var(X)/t2 . By applying the Chebyshev inequality to
Xm with t = s/2, we have
Pr(|Xm | ≥

s
16σ 2
)≤
2
ms2

(11)

This means that the probability that the overall impact of
random delays on ipdavg is outside the tolerable perturbation
range (−s/2, s/2] is bounded. In addition, that probability can
be reduced to be arbitrarily close 0 by increasing m, the number
of redundant IPDs averaged together before embedding the watermark bit. Since the watermark bit decoding error probability is
less than Pr(|Xm | ≥ 2s ), the derived upper bound is conservative
and it holds true regardless of the distribution, mean or the
variance of the random delays added by the attacker, or of
the maximum quantization allowed for watermarking embedding.
Furthermore, the upper bound of the error probability holds true
even if the random delays on different packets are correlated.
B. Approximation to the Watermark Bit Robustness
In this subsection, we assume the random delays added by the
adversary are independent and identically distributed (iid), and we
derive an accurate approximation to the watermark bit robustness
Pr(|Xm | < s/2) via the well-known Central Limit Theorem of
statistics [7]. Although the approximation model assumes the
random delays are iid, our experiments (as shown in Figure 10)
demonstrate that the derived approximation model can accurately
model non-iid (e.g. batch-releasing) random delays.
Central Limit Theorem If the random variables X1 , . . . , Xn
form a random sample of size n from a given distribution X with
mean µ and finite variance σ 2 ,then for any fixed number x
√
lim Pr[

n→∞

Rx

n(Xn − µ)
≤ x] = Φ(x)
σ
u2

(12)

where Φ(x) = −∞ √1 e− 2 du.
2π
The theorem indicates that whenever a random sample of size n
is taken from any distribution with mean µ and finite variance σ 2 ,
the sample mean Xn will be approximately normally distributed
with mean µ and variance σ 2 /n, or equivalently the distribution of
√
random variable n(Xn − µ)/σ will be approximately a standard
normal distribution.
Let σ 2 denote the variance of the distribution of the random
delays added by the attacker (i.e., let Var(dyk ) = Var(dzk ) = σ 2 ).
Applying the Central Limit Theorem to random sample X1 =
dz1 − dy1 , . . . , Xm = dzm − dym , where Var(Xk ) = Var(dzk ) +
Var(dyk ) = 2σ 2 and E(Xk ) = E(dzk ) − E(dyk ) = 0, we have
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Fig. 5. Effect of the Threshold h on the Detection and Collision Rates of
the Watermarking Method

C. Analysis of Watermark Detectability
Watermark detection refers to the process of determining if a
given watermark is embedded into the IPDs of a specific connec(13) tion or flow. Let the secret information shared between the watermark embedder and decoder be represented as < S, m, l, s, w >,
Because of the symmetry of Φ(x)
where S is the packet selection function that returns (l + 1) × m
packets, m ≥ 1 is the number of redundant pairs of packets in
√
mXm
Pr[| √
| < x] ≈ 2Φ(x) − 1
(14) which to embed one watermark bit, l > 0 is the length of the
2σ
watermark in bits, s > 0 is the quantization step size, and w is
the l-bit watermark to be detected. Let f denote the flow to be
Therefore,
examined and wf denote the decoded l bits from flow f .
√
√
√
The watermark detector works as follows:
s
mXm
s m
s m
p = Pr[|Xm | < ] = Pr[| √
| < √ ] ≈ 2Φ( √ ) − 1 (15) 1) Decode the l-bit w from flow f .
f
2
2σ
2 2σ
2 2σ
2) Compare the decoded wf with w.
This means that the impact of the timing perturbation on the
3) Report that watermark w is detected in flow f if the Hamwatermark bit is approximately normally distributed with zero
ming distance between wf and w, represented as H(wf , w)
mean and variance 2σ 2 /m. Here p represents the probability that
is less than or equal to h, where h is a threshold parameter
the impact of the timing perturbation falls within range (− 2s , 2s ).
determined by the user, and 0 ≤ h < l.
While the encoded watermark bit could be decoded correctly
The rationale behind using the Hamming distance rather than
even when the timing perturbation falls outside (− 2s , 2s ), such a requiring an exact match to detect the presence of w is to
probability is small when p is close to 1. In the rest of this paper, increase the robustness of the watermark detector against timing
we will use p as a conservative approximation to the probability perturbations by the attacker. Given any quantization step size s,
that the watermark bit will survive the timing perturbation.
there is a non-zero probability that an embedded watermark bit
Equation (15) confirms the result of (11). Figure 4 illustrates will be corrupted by timing perturbations, no matter how much
how the distribution of the impact of random timing perturbations redundancy is used. Let 0 < p < 1 be the probability that each
by the attacker can be “squeezed” into the tolerable perturbation embedded watermark bit will survive the timing perturbation by
range by increasing the number of redundant IPDs averaged.
the attacker. Then the probability that all l bits survive the timing
Equation (15) also gives us an accurate estimate of the perturbation by the attacker will be pl . When l is reasonably large,
watermark bit robustness. For example, assume the maximum pl will tend to be small unless p is very close to 1.
delay by the attacker is normalized to 1 time unit, the random
By using the Hamming distance h to detect watermark wf , the
delays added by the attacker are uniformly distributed over [0, expected watermark detection rate will be
1] (whose variance σ 2 is 1/12),
s = 0.4, and m = 12, then
√
¶
h µ
Pr[|X12 | < 0.2] ≈ 2Φ(1.2 × 2) − 1 ≈ 91%. In other words, the
X
l
pl−i (1 − p)i
(16)
impact of random timing perturbations on the average of 12 IPDs,
√
√
m(Xm − E(Xi ))
mXm
p
Pr[
< x] = Pr[ √
< x] ≈ Φ(x)
2σ
Var(Xi )

with about 91% probability, will fall within the range [-0.2, 0.2].
Table I shows the estimation and simulation results of watermark
bit robustness with uniformly distributed random delays over [0,
1], s = 0.4 and various values for m. This demonstrates that the
Central Limit Theorem can give us a very accurate estimate for
a sample size as small as m = 7.
From equation (15), it can be seen that it is easier to achieve a
target level of robustness by increasing s than by increasing m.
For example, the effect of increasing s by a factor of 2 is the
same as that of increasing m by a factor of 4.

i=0

i

For example, for the value p = 0.9102, l = 24, h = 5, the
expected watermark detection rate with exact bit match would be
pl = 10.45%. For the same values of p, l, and h, the expected
watermark detection rate using a Hamming distance h = 5 would
be 98.29%.
It is possible that an unwatermarked flow happens to have
the watermark to be detected naturally. In this case, the watermark detector would report the unwatermarked flow as having
the watermark. It is termed a collision between w and f if
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m

Estimated Robustness (%)
Simulated Robustness (%)

7
80.46
80.27

8
83.32
83.27

9
85.54
85.68

10
87.86
87.79

11
89.58
89.54

8

12
91.02
91.02

TABLE I
WATERMARK B IT ROBUSTNESS S IMULATION FOR U NIFORMLY D ISTRIBUTED R ANDOM D ELAYS OVER [0, 1], s = 0.4

H(wf , w) ≤ h for an unwatermarked flow f . Collisions are
obviously undesirable, as they may lead to false conclusions about
who the source of an attack is.
Assuming the l-bit wf extracted from a flow f is uniformly
distributed, then the expected watermark collision probability
between any particular watermark w and a random flow f will
be
¶
h µ
X
1
l
(17)
( )l
i=0

i

2

Figure 5 shows the derived probability distribution of the
expected watermark detection and collision rates for l = 24 and
p = 0.9102. Given any watermark bit number l > 1 and any
watermark bit robustness 0 < p < 1, the larger the Hamming distance threshold h is, the higher the expected detection rate will be.
However, a larger Hamming distance threshold tends to increase
the collision (false positive) rate of the watermark detection at the
same time. An optimal Hamming distance threshold h would be
the one that gives high expected detection rate, while keeping the
false positive rate low. However, the optimal h and l depend on 1)
the number of packets available; 2) the defining characteristics of
the timing perturbation; and 3) the desired level of effectiveness.
Due to space limitation, we leave the derivation of optimal h and
l as a future work. We show that our flow watermarking scheme
can be effective even with potentially suboptimal h and l.
Given any quantization step size s > 0, and desired watermark
collision probability Pc > 0, and any desired watermark detection
rate 0 < Pd < 1, we can determine the appropriate Hamming
distance threshold 0 ≤ h < l. Assuming that h is chosen such
that h < l/2, then we have
¶
h µ
X
1
l
( )l
i
2
i=0

Because liml→∞

≤

¶
h µ
X
lh
1
l
( )l ≤ (h + 1) l
h
2
2

(18)

i=0

lh
2l

= 0, we can always make the expected waµ ¶
h
P
l
termark collision probability
( 12 )l < Pc by having sufi
i=0
µ ¶
h
P
l
ficiently large watermark bit number l. Since
pl−i (1 −
i
i=0
l
p)i µ≥ p¶
, we can always make the expected detection rate
h
P
l
pl−i (1 − p)i > Pd by making p sufficiently close to
i
i=0

1. From inequality (11), this can be accomplished by increasing
the redundancy number m given any fixed values of s and σ .
Therefore, in theory, our watermark based correlation method
can, with arbitrarily small averaged adjustment of inter-packet
timing, achieve arbitrarily close to 100% watermark detection rate
and arbitrarily close to 0% watermark collision probability at the
same time against arbitrarily large (but bounded) random timing
perturbation of arbitrary distribution, as long as there are enough
packets in the flow to be watermarked.
In practice, the number of packets available is the fundamental
limiting factor to the achievable effectiveness of our watermark

based correlation. Our experiences show that our watermark
based correlation can be effective with as few as several hundred
packets. For example, the experiments in sections VII-A and VIIB show that the watermarking only requires less than 300 packets
to achieve a virtually 100% decoding rate against up to 1000ms
random timing perturbation, and less than 0.35% false positive
rate.
Although the watermark detection true positive rate and false
positive rate can be made arbitrarily close to 100% and 0% at the
same time by introducing enough redundancy, there is always a
non-zero probability that an embedded watermark is not detected.
In fact, there exist some special case of timing perturbation that
could potentially completely remove the embedded watermark.
For example, with sufficiently large delay, the timing of the
watermarked packet flow could be perturbed such that the interpacket arrival time is constant (or equivalently, the IPDs between
adjacent packets equal to the average IPDs). In this case the
watermark decoding of the perturbed flow would be fixed no matter what and how the watermark has been embedded. However,
achieving such a complete elimination of embedded watermark
requires knowing the exact timing characteristics of the traffic in
advance. In the following section we analyze the negative impacts
of the adversary’s timing perturbations, and their limits under the
constraints of real-time communication.
VI. L IMITS OF A DVERSARY ’ S T IMING P ERTURBATION
We have shown that there exist special cases of brute force
timing perturbation that could completely remove any embedded
watermark from any distribution of inter-packet timing.
In this section, we analyze the limitations on the negative
impact of the adversary’s timing perturbations. We assume that the
key parameters of the watermark embedding method are unknown
to the adversary. We first identify the minimum distortion required
for the adversary to completely remove the embedded watermark
and the optimal strategy for doing so. We then analyze the
additional constraints imposed by real-time communication and
their implications for the adversary’s ability to interfere with or
distort the watermark. We show that it is generally infeasible for
the adversary to completely eliminate the embedded watermark
from a flow of packets in real-time.
A. Minimum Brute Force Perturbation Needed to Completely
Remove Watermark
Let the n-dimension vector S N = < S1 , . . . , SN > (where
Si ∈ R+ is a random variable) be the host signal or carrier in
which the watermark is to be embedded, M be the message to
be embedded and transferred, and K be the key information for
correct information embedding and decoding. Let X N = <
X1 , . . . , XN > (where Xi ∈ R+ is a random variable) be the
signal after M is embedded in S N . The adversary distorts X N
into another vector Y N = < Y1 , . . . , YN > (where Yi ∈ R+ is
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another random variable). We can view Yi as an estimator of Xi
and use the mean squared error MSE(Xi , Yi ) = E[(Xi − Yi )2 ]
to measure the distortion between random variables Xi and Yi .
1 PN
We use D(X N , Y N ) = N
i = 1 MSE(Xi , Yi ) to measure the
overall distortion between X N and Y N .
We first consider the distortion between single random variable
Xi and Yi . From an information-theoretic point of view, to
eliminate all the hidden information in Xi from Yi via brute force
is to make the mutual information between Xi and Yi I(Xi ; Yi )
be 0. That is
or

I(Xi ; Yi ) = H(Xi ) − H(Xi |Yi ) = 0

(19)

H(Xi ) = H(Xi |Yi ) = H(Xi , Yi ) − H(Yi )

(20)

Then we have
(21)

H(Xi , Yi ) = H(Xi ) + H(Yi )

Therefore, Xi and Yi are independent from each other. This
means that the adversary needs to distort Xi into another independent random variable Yi in order to completely remove any
hidden information from random variable Xi via brute force. The
following theorem1 determines the MSE to achieve this.
Theorem 3: The mean square error between two independent
random variables X and Y is
MSE(X, Y ) = V ar(X) + V ar(Y ) + ((E(X) − E(Y ))

2

Both Var(Y ) and (E(X) − E(Y ))2 are non-negative, and they
will be 0 only when Y equals the constant value E(X).
Corollary 1: The minimum mean square error needed to convert one random variable X into another independent random
variable Y is V ar(X), and it only occurs when Y equals to
constant value E(X).
Therefore, the minimum distortion required to completely
eliminate hidden information from any particular random variable
X via brute force is Var(X ), and the optimal strategy to do so is
to convert X into constant value E(X).
Now we consider the distortion between two n-dimensional
vectors X N and Y N . The overall distortion between X N and Y N
(D(X N , Y N )) will reach its minimum when each MSE(Xi , Yi )
reaches its minimum. Therefore, the minimum overall distortion
D(X N , Y N ) required to completely eliminate hidden informa1 PN
tion from X N is N
i = 1 Var(Xi ), and the optimal strategy
to achieve this is to convert X N =
< X1 , . . . , XN >
into Y N =
< E(X1 ), . . . , E(XN ) >. Given any fixed
E(X1 ), . . . , E(XN ), Y N is fixed regardless of the exact values
of X N . Therefore, the mutual information between X N and
Y N is zero in this case. This result holds true regardless of the
distribution of each Xi in X N .
This result is consistent with Moulin’s work [16], [15] regarding the achievable capacity of an information hiding scheme
in the presence of distortion by an adversary. Moulin showed
that for a normally distributed host signal, the information hiding
capacity is 0 when the distortion by the adversary is equal to or
greater than the variance of the host signal. Here we have shown
that the adversary could remove any hidden information from the
host signal of any distribution via distortion equal to or greater
than the variance of the host signal, and we have described an
optimal strategy to eliminate any hidden information via brute
force distortion.
1 We

omit the proof due to space limitation
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B. Constraints of Real-Time Communication and Their Implications
This section considers the additional constraints imposed by
real-time communication and their implications for the adversary’s capability to completely remove any hidden information
from a real-time packet flow.
For a real-time packet flow P1 , . . . , Pn with time stamps
t1 , . . . , tn respectively, let the host signal in which information
will be embedded be S N = < t1 , . . . , tn >. The requirements
of real-time communication impose the following constraints on
any distortions over the packet timing.
1) Each packet can only be delayed.
2) The delay to any packet is bounded (finite), otherwise the
real-time communication is broken.
3) The delay to packet Pk (k < n) has to be determined and
performed before all n packets are received, otherwise the
delay to Pk is unbounded when n → ∞.
Let δi be the delay added to packet Pi , and t0i be the distorted
time stamp of packet Pi , then t0i = ti + δi . The original and
distorted inter-packet delays (IPD) between Pi+1 and Pi are Ii =
ti+1 − ti and Ii0 = t0i+1 − t0i respectively. Therefore,
δk = t0k − tk = δ1 +

k−1
X

(Ii0 − Ii )

(22)

i = 1

The original and the perturbed inter-packet timing characteristics of packet flow P1 , . . . , Pn can be represented by <
0
t1 , I1 , . . . , In−1 > and < t01 , I10 , . . . , In−1
> respectively. In
0
0
particular, < I1 , . . . , In−1 > represents the distortion pattern over
the original inter-packet timing characteristics.
According to results from section VI-A, in order to completely remove any hidden information from the original interpacket timing characteristics, the adversary needs to disturb
< t1 , I1 , . . . , In−1 > into an independent one. That means <
0
I10 , . . . , In−1
> needs to be independent from < I1 , . . . , In−1 >.
0
Therefore, the distortion pattern < I10 , . . . , In−1
> can be thought
to be pre-determined before the original inter-packet timing
characteristics < t1 , I1 , . . . , In−1 > is ever known.
Let Imin and Imax denote the minimum and the maximum
of all Ii ’s respectively and let D > 0 represent the arbitrarily
large maximum delay that the adversary could add to any packet.
To satisfy the real-time constraints, the adversary could buffer at
D
packets before the delay δ1 is determined and applied
most Imin
to packet P1 .
Assume the adversary buffers b (0 < b < n) packets: P1 , . . . , Pb
before decides δ1 . Since the adversary knows < t1 , I1 , . . . , Ib−1 >
and all Ik0 , he can find appropriate value of δ1 to make sure that
δ1 , . . . , δb are non-negative according to equation (22).
Now we show that when Imin < Imax , it is generally
infeasible for the adversary to bound δn within range [0, D]
without prior knowledge of the exact values of Ib , . . . , In−1 . From
equation (22), it is easy to get
δn = δb +

n−1
X

(Ii0 − Ii )

(23)

i = b

Therefore, the real-time constraint xn ∈ [0, D] is equivalent to
−

n−1
n−1
δb
1 X 0 1 X
D − δb
≤
Ii −
Ii ≤
n
n
n
n
i = b

i = b

Since both δb and D are fixed and finite, we have

(24)
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n−1
n−1
1 X
1 X 0
lim
Ii = lim
Ii
n→∞ n
n→∞ n
i = b

(25)

i = b

This means that the average inter-arrival time (or equivalently
the average packet rate) of the perturbed packet flow must
be arbitrarily close to that of the original packet flow given
sufficiently large n. In order to completely remove any hidden
information from the inter-packet timing domain of a packet flow,
0
< Ib0 , . . . , In−1
> must be independent from < Ib , . . . , In−1 >.
0
That means < Ib0 , . . . , In−1
> must be determined before <
Ib , . . . , In−1 > is ever known. However, when Imin < Imax
and n is large, it is infeasible for the adversary to determine
0
< Ib0 , . . . , In−1
> whose average inter-arrival time is arbitrarily
P
close to an unknown value n1 n−1
i = b Ii ∈ [Imin , Imax ].
In other words, when Imax > Imin , the adversary is not able
to meet all the real-time constraints when he tries to completely
remove all the hidden information from a sufficiently long realtime packet flow. Therefore, it is generally infeasible for the
adversary to completely eliminate all the hidden information in
real-time from a sufficiently long packet flow even with arbitrarily
large delays.
VII. I MPLEMENTATION AND E XPERIMENTS
We have implemented both online and offline versions of
our watermarking embedding and decoding scheme. The online
version runs as a Linux kernel module in Linux kernel 2.4.22,
and it embeds the specified watermark to specified IP flow at
real-time. The online version uses Linux netfilter and iptable to
communicate the watermarking parameters from user space to
kernel space and it has 10ms precision in adjusting the timing of
selected packets. The offline version is a user space application
that reads and manipulates the flow trace files rather than realtime flows. The watermark embedding part reads a flow trace
file of pcap format, and outputs a new flow trace file in which
the watermark is embedded in the packet timing. The watermark
detecting part reads the watermarked flow trace file and reports
if the specified watermark is detected. Our experience has shown
that the online version and offline version of our implementations
consistently give almost identical results on correlation true
positive and false positive rates.
In this section, we empirically validate our active watermark
based correlation scheme in the presence of random timing
perturbations. In particular, we seek to answer the following
questions:
1) How vulnerable are existing (passive) timing-based correlation schemes to random timing perturbations?
2) How robust is the active watermark-based correlation
against random timing perturbation?
3) How effective is watermark-based correlation in correlating
the encrypted flows in the presence of both iid and non-iid
random timing perturbations?
4) How accurate are our quantitative tradeoff models of watermark bit robustness, watermark detection rate and watermark collision rate in predicting the actual values?
We have used three flow sets, labelled FS1, FS1-Int and FS2,
in our experiments. FS1 is derived from over 49 million packet
headers of the Bell Labs-1 traces of NLANR [17]. It contains
121 SSH flows that have at least 600 packets and that are at
least 300 seconds long. FS2 contains 1000 synthetic telnet flows
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generated from an empirically-derived distribution [6] of telnet
packet inter-arrival times, using the tcplib [5] tool.
We also wish to examine the performance of our method
for purely interactive traffic. Because SSH flows may contain
non-interactive traffic such as those of bulk data transfer and
X-windows management, it is desirable to remove such noninteractive traffic from the SSH flows to get more accurate
evaluation of watermark-based correlation of interactive flows.
We examine the adjacent IPD of those SSH flows in FS1, and
filter out those flows whose adjacent IPDs are too short to be
generated by humans. Since it is very unlikely for a person to
type more than 14 keystrokes per second, we chose 70ms as the
threshold to tell whether the adjacent IPD is generated by human
typing or not. We have found 33 out of 121 flows in FS1 satisfy
the following conditions:
1) Flow has > 40% adjacent IPDs shorter than 70ms.
2) Flow has > 10% 10-consecutive adjacent IPDs all of which
are shorter than 70ms.
By removing 33 non-interactive flows from FS1, we obtained
a new flow set FS1-Int following the above definition.
We considered three types of timing perturbations in our experiments. The first is the uniformly distributed random perturbation,
in which the attacker at a stepping stone adds to each packet a
random delay evenly distributed between 0 and the maximum
delay (chosen by the attacker). The second is a self-similar
perturbation, in which the attacker at a stepping stone adds to
each packet a self-similar random delay. The third is the batchreleasing perturbation, in which the attacker at a stepping stone
periodically buffers and holds all packets received within a certain
time window, and then forwards all the buffered packets at line
speed once the time window has expired.
The first type of perturbation is iid, while the second and
third types of perturbation are non-iid. In fact, the batch-releasing
perturbation is neither independent nor identically distributed,
since the impact over any packet is closely correlated to the time
of that packet. In addition, batch-releasing drastically changes the
original timing characteristics of any flow to a pattern of periodic
bursts (as shown in Figure 6), which represents a challenging case
for any timing based correlation.
A. Correlation True Positive Experiments
This set of experiments aim to compare and evaluate the
correlation effectiveness of our proposed active watermark based
correlation and previous passive timing-based correlation under
various timing perturbations. We used two methods of correlation. First, we used an existing, passive timing-based correlation
method called IPD-based correlation [32] to correlate each flow
in FS1 with the same flow, after it is perturbed by various levels
of uniformly distributed random timing perturbations. If the flow
and the perturbed flow are reported correlated, it is considered as
a true positive (“IPDCorr TP”) of the correlation in the presence
of timing perturbation. Second, we embedded a random 24-bit
watermark into each flow of FS1 and FS2, with redundancy
number m=12, and quantization step size s=400ms for each
watermark bit. The embedding of the 24-bit watermark requires
300 packets to be selected, of which 288 were delayed. Figure 7
shows the effect of the watermark embedding over the inter-packet
timing, and illustrates that the watermark embedding is far from
obvious. Third, we randomly perturbed the packet timing of the
watermarked flows of FS1 and FS2 with different types of timing
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perturbations. It is considered a true positive (“IPDWMCorr TP”)
of watermark-based correlation if the embedded watermark can
be detected from the timing perturbed watermarked flows, with
a Hamming distance threshold h=5. Finally, we calculated the
expected watermark detection rate from equations (15) and (16)
under various maximum delays of uniformly distributed random
timing perturbations.
1) Correlation under Uniformly Distributed Random Timing
Perturbation: Figure 8 shows the measured (as well as expected)
true positive rates of IPD-based correlation and watermark-based
correlation on FS1 and FS2 under various levels of uniformly
distributed random timing perturbations. The results clearly indicate that IPD-based correlation is vulnerable to even moderate
random timing perturbations. Without timing perturbation, IPDbased correlation is able to successfully correlate 93% of the SSH
flows of FS1. However, with a maximum 100ms random timing
perturbation, the true positive rate of IPD-based correlation drops
to 45.5%, and with a 200ms maximum delay, the rate drops to
21.5%.
In contrast, the proposed watermark-based correlation of the
flows in FS1, FS1-Int and FS2 is able to achieve virtually a 100%
true positive rate, with up to a maximum 600ms random timing
perturbation. With a maximum 1000ms timing perturbation, the
true positive rates of watermark-based correlation for FS1, FS1Int and FS2 are 84.2%, 89.85% and 97.32%, respectively. It
can be seen that the measured watermark-based correlation true
positive rates are well approximated by the estimated values,
based on the watermark detection rate model (equation (15) and
(16). In particular, the true positive rate measurements of FS2 are
very close to the predicted values at all perturbation levels.
2) Correlation under Self-Similar Distributed Random Timing
Perturbation: To see how our watermark-based correlation works
when the random timing perturbation is non-iid, we first investigated correlation under self-similar timing perturbations. We used
Glen Kramers implementation [13] of Taqqu et als [29] selfsimilar synthetic traffic generating method to generate the selfsimilar timing perturbation with 128 sources of ON/OFF periods
aggregated with 30% cumulative load. And we have bounded the
timing perturbation through modulo operation. In particular, we
have used 128 aggregating sources of ON/OFF periods to generate
self-similar delays in units of milliseconds.
Figure 9 shows the measured watermark correlation true positive rates under various bounded self-similar timing perturbation, and expected watermark correlation true positive rates of
uniformly distributed random delays, with h=5; l=24; m=12;
s=400ms. It shows that the bounded self-similar perturbation

yields much higher watermark correlation true positive rates
than the expected true positive rates of uniformly distributed
random delay perturbation with the same delay upper bound
(1200ms ∼ 2400ms). This indicates that the bounded self-similar
timing perturbation has less negative impact than the uniformly
distributed random timing perturbation of same upper bound.
We calculated the variance of 10000 self-similar delays that
2
are bounded by 1000ms, and obtained σself
= 46786.
sim
However, the variance of a uniformly distributed random variable
2
of range [0, 1000] σunif
orm is 83333. According to equation 15,
the smaller the variance σ 2 is, the higher is the watermark bit
robustness (equivalently, the higher the watermark true positive
rate should be). This explains why the self-similar type of
random perturbation has less negative impact than the uniformly
distributed random delays of same upper bound.
3) Correlation under Batch-Releasing Random Timing Perturbation: The second type of non-iid random timing perturbation
we investigated is the batch-release timing perturbation. In this
model, incoming packets are buffered until expiration of the next
timer period, at which point all buffered packets are output at
line speed, in a burst. With the batch-release perturbation, the
actual delay of any packet depends on where it falls within the
timer interval, or window. Assuming the packet arrival times are
uniformly distributed within the batch release window, we are able
to calculate the variance of the delays over all packets, given the
window size or duration.
Figure 10 shows the measured and estimated correlation true
positive rates of our watermark-based correlation on flow set
FS2, under various levels of batch-release timing perturbations.
We used 24-bit watermarks with quantization step size s=400ms,
redundancy number m=12, and Hamming distance threshold h=5.
The expected true positive rates are calculated by equations (15)
and (16). The measured values are close to the expected values,
which demonstrates that our analytical model is applicable to noniid timing perturbations.
B. Correlation False Positive Experiments
As mentioned above, there is a non-zero probability that an
unwatermarked flow happens to exhibit the randomly chosen
watermark. This case is considered a correlation collision, or false
positive. According to our correlation collision model (17), the
collision rate is determined by the number of watermark bits l
and the Hamming distance threshold h.
We experimentally investigated the following false positive
rates for varying values of the Hamming distance threshold h
and the number of watermark bits l:
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1) Collision rates between a given flow and 10,000 1,000,000
randomly generated 24-bit watermarks with varying Hamming distance threshold h.
2) Collision rates between a given 24-bit watermark and
10,000 1,000,000 randomly generated (using tcplib) synthetic telnet flows with varying Hamming distance threshold
h.
3) Collision rates between a given flow and 100,000 randomly
generated watermarks of various lengths with Hamming
distance threshold h=5.
4) Collision rates between a given watermark of various
lengths and 10,000 1,000,000 randomly generated (using
tcplib) synthetic telnet flows with Hamming distance threshold h=5.
Figure 11 shows the measured and estimated correlation false
positive rates. The left sub-figure shows the false positive rates
for varying Hamming distance thresholds and fixed length (24bit) watermarks, and the right sub-figure shows the false positive
rates for varying watermark lengths and a fixed Hamming distance
threshold h=5. The measured values are the average of 100
separate experiments and they are very close to the estimated
values calculated from equation (17). Thus the experimental
results validate our model of the collision probability.
C. Watermark Detection Tradeoff Experiments
Equation (15) gives us the quantitative tradeoff between the
expected watermark bit robustness, the redundancy number m and
the defining characteristics of the random timing perturbation σ 2 .
With a given watermark bit robustness p, equation (16) gives us
the expected watermark detection rate.
To verify the validity and accuracy of our tradeoff models of
watermark bit robustness and watermark detection rate, we did
the following experiments:
1) We embedded a random 24-bit watermark into each flow
in FS1 FS1-Int and FS2, with quantization step s=400ms,
and varying redundancy numbers m = 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.
After we perturbed the watermarked flows with 1000ms
maximum random delays, we measured the watermark
detection rate of the perturbed, watermarked flows with
Hamming distance threshold h=5.
2) We also embedded a random 24-bit watermark into each
flow in FS1, FS1-Int and FS2, with quantization step
s=400ms, redundancy number m=12. After perturbing the
watermarked flows with 1000ms maximum random delays,
we measured the watermark detection rate of the perturbed,
watermarked flows for varying Hamming distance thresholds of h = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
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3) In a separate experiment, we embedded a random watermark of varying lengths l = 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 into
each flow in FS1, FS1-Int and FS2, with quantization step
s=400ms and redundancy number m=12. After perturbing
the watermarked flows with 1000ms maximum uniform random delays, we measured the watermark detection rate of
the perturbed, watermarked flows with different Hamming
distance threshold h=3.
Figure 12 shows the average of 100 experiments for the
measured watermark detection rates of FS1 and FS1-Int, and the
average of 10 experiments for the measured watermark detection
rates of FS2, as well as the expected detection rate derived from
equations ( 15) and (16). In all cases, the measured detection rates
of FS2 are almost identical to the expected values, and detection
rates of FS1 are similar to but lower than the expected values.
The detection rates of FS1-Int are always between that of FS1
and FS2. These results validate our quantitative tradeoff models
of watermark bit robustness and watermark detection rate.
D. Comparison with Other Representative Passive Approach
We have also compared the effectiveness and the numbers of
packets needed by our active watermark correlation approach, and
a representative passive correlation approach [1], under identical
levels of timing perturbation on the same sets of traces.
For Poisson arrivals, paper [1] claimed that its detection algorithm DETECT-ATTACKS(δ , p∆ ) is guaranteed to achieve a
100% detection rate and no more than δ false positive rate given
sufficient number of packets. However, it did not include any
experimental results that demonstrated the claimed effectiveness.
To empirically compare the effectiveness of our active approach
and that of the passive correlation method of [1], we implemented its detection algorithm DETECT-ATTACKS(δ , p∆ ).
After identifying the maximum number of packets p∆ in any
time interval ∆=800ms from each of the 1000 flows in FS2, we
applied detection algorithm DETECT-ATTACKS(δ , p∆ ), with
δ =0.3%, to correlate flows in FS2 and the corresponding perturbed
flows with maximum 800ms uniformly distributed perturbation.
Surprisingly, the detection algorithm DETECT-ATTACKS(δ ,
p∆ ) in this test only achieved a 79.5% detection rate, while
experiencing no false positives.
As shown in section VII-A, under a maximum 800ms uniformly
distributed timing perturbation, our watermark-based correlation
method achieved at least a 99.9% true positive rate and about
a 0.3% false positive rate, using parameter values of h=5, l=24,
s=400ms and m=12 on flow set FS2.
We have further compared the upper bounds of the number
of packets needed by our active correlation approach, and by
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the method of [1]. As an example, consider the requirements to
achieve a guaranteed correlation effectiveness of at least a 99.9%
true positive rate (TPR) and a 0.35% false positive rate (FPR),
for a maximum 600ms uniformly distributed timing perturbation.
Given the parameter values m=36, s=400ms, and D=600ms,
inequality (11) guarantees that the upper bound of the bit error
probability of our active approach will be less than 0.0834 (i.e.,
p > 0.9166). Choosing l=32, h=8, and p=0.9166, the expected
watermark detection rate from equation (16) is >99.9%, and the
expected watermark collision rate from equation (17) is 0.35%.
Therefore, in order to achieve a 99.9% TPR and a 0.35% FPR with
a maximum 600ms timing perturbation, our active approach needs
to adjust the timing of no more than 32 × 36 = 1,152 packets. For
the approach of [1], letting ∆ = 600ms, δ = 0.35% and using the
value of p∆ measured from the flows in FS1, detection algorithm
DETECT-ATTACKS(δ , p∆ ) requires at most 16,698 packets to
achieve a 100% TPR and a 0.35% FPR. For this target, the upper
bound of the number of packets needed by the passive approach
of [1] to achieve a comparable correlation effectiveness is at least
an order of magnitude more than that of the active approach.

unique watermark into the inter-packet timing, with sufficient
redundancy, we can make the correlation of encrypted flows substantially more robust against random timing perturbations. Our
analysis and our experimental results confirm these assertions.
Our watermark-based correlation is provably effective against
correlated random timing perturbation as long as the covariance of
the timing perturbations on different packets is fixed. Specifically,
the proposed watermark-based correlation can, with arbitrarily
small average time adjustment, achieve arbitrarily close to 100%
watermark detection (correlation true positive) rate and arbitrarily close to 0% collision (correlation false positive) probability
at the same time against arbitrarily large (but bounded) random
timing perturbation of arbitrary distribution (or process), as long
as there are enough packets in the flow to be watermarked.
Compared with previous passive correlation approaches, our
active watermark-based correlation has several advantages:
•

VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORKS
Tracing attackers’ traffic through stepping stones is a challenging problem, especially when the attack traffic is encrypted,
and its timing is manipulated (perturbed) to interfere with traffic
analysis. The random timing perturbation by the adversary can
greatly reduce the effectiveness of passive, timing-based correlation techniques.
We presented a novel active timing-based correlation approach
to deal with random timing perturbations. By embedding a

•

Our active watermark-based correlation makes no assumptions about the original distribution of the inter-packet timing
of the original packet flow, and it does not require the adversary’s timing perturbation to follow any specific distribution
or random process to be effective. This is in contrast to
existing passive timing based correlation methods, all of
which assumed the inter-packet timing of the original packet
flow to follow some specific distribution or random process
(e.g. Poisson) when deriving their bounds.
Our active watermark-based correlation was shown to require
substantially fewer packets than a representative passive
timing-based correlation method to achieve a given level of
robustness.
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The effectiveness of our active watermark-based correlation
can be modelled more accurately. Besides identifying the
provable upper bounds on the number of packets needed
to achieve desired correlation effectiveness under any given
level of perturbation, we have also identified the quantitative
tradeoff models between the number of packets needed to
achieve any desired correlation effectiveness under any given
level of perturbation. Our experimental results validate the
accuracy of these tradeoff models. Thus our tradeoff models
are of practical value in optimizing the overall effectiveness
of watermark-based correlation in real-world situations.
We have experimentally investigated the watermark-based correlation under both iid and non-iid timing perturbations, and the
experimental results confirmed our analytical conclusion that our
watermark-based correlation is effective for both iid and non-iid
random timing perturbations.
While our flow watermarking approach has been shown to be
promising in correlating encrypted traffic in the presence of timing
perturbation, it is not optimal from coding theoretic perspective.
One interesting area of future work is to investigate how to make
the flow watermarking more robust with fewer packets.
•
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